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University, Evanston, IllinoisABSTRACT We examined whether the presence of the cell cortex might explain, in part, why previous studies using atomic
force microscopy (AFM) to measure cell modulus (E) gave higher values with sharp tips than for larger spherical tips. We
confirmed these AFM findings in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) and Schlemm’s canal (SC) endothelial cells
with AFM indentation% 400 nm, two cell types with prominent cortices (3125 65 nm in HUVEC and 3715 91 nm in SC cells).
With spherical tips, E (kPa) was 0.715 0.16 in HUVEC and 0.945 0.06 in SC cells. Much higher values of E were measured
using sharp tips: 3.235 0.54 in HUVEC and 6.675 1.07 in SC cells. Previous explanations for this difference such as strain
hardening or a substrate effect were shown to be inconsistent with our measurements. Finite element modeling studies showed
that a stiff cell cortex could explain the results. In both cell types, Latrunculin-A greatly reduced E for sharp and rounded tips, and
also reduced the ratio of the values measured with a sharp tip as compared to a rounded tip. Our results suggest that the cell
cortex increases the apparent endothelial cell modulus considerably when measured using a sharp AFM tip.INTRODUCTIONAFM is widely used to characterize the elasticity of living
cells (1–7). As the tip mounted at the end of a cantilever
indents the cell, the deflection of the cantilever is measured
and converted into force. The resulting force-versus-
indentation relationship can be used to determine a measure
of aggregate cell modulus. There are different tip geome-
tries available including sharp pyramidal tips and spherical
tips, and corresponding to these different geometries are
different Hertzian models that can be used to calculate the
Young’s modulus based on the force-versus-indentation
relationship (8).
Stolz et al. (9) measured the Young’s modulus of agarose
gels using spherical (radius of 2.5 mm) and sharp pyramidal
tips (radius of 20 nm) and found the same average modulus
using both tips. Similarly, Engler et al. (10) found no statis-
tical difference in the elastic modulus measured with pyra-
midal and spherical tips when probing thick samples of
polyacrylamide gels. However, a variety of studies have re-
ported that AFM measurements on living cells using sharp
tips yield significantly higher values of modulus than those
measured using larger spherical probes (11–14).
The reason that sharp tips give higher estimates of cell
modulus than spherical tips remains controversial. Several
studies have shown that some of these differences can be
attributed to artifacts in the measurement process including
strain stiffening (12,15,16), contact point determination
(15), contact area uncertainty (11), and substrate interac-
tions (15–17). Many of these artifacts would be expectedSubmitted August 6, 2012, and accepted for publication May 13, 2013.
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0006-3495/13/07/0300/10 $2.00to be enhanced by deeper indentations. Harris and Charras
(11) suggested that indentations should be held to<600 nm.
Several groups have used such shallow indentations and
found that AFM measurements on cells using sharp tips still
yield significantly higher values of modulus than those
measured using larger spherical probes. Rico et al. (13)
measured the stiffness of alveolar epithelial cells with in-
dentations as small as 200 nm and found that AFMmeasure-
ments with sharp tips were roughly twice as high as those
with spherical tips on these cells. Ng et al. (18) made
AFM measurements on chondrocytes and also found that
the cell stiffness, as measured by a sharp AFM tip, was
also approximately twice as high was as when measured
with a spherical tip. (We note that there is an error in Eq.
A1 of Ng et al. (18) and in the reported value of E for the
sharp tip that we have confirmed with the authors.)
We used AFM to determine the Young’s modulus (E) of
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) and cells
from the inner wall endothelium of Schlemm’s Canal (SC)
in the eye. The mechanical characteristics of the latter are
of interest to the study of glaucoma where an increased stiff-
ness of these cells is associated with an increased resistance
to the outflow of aqueous humor from the eye (19,20). We
used shallow indentations (d < 400 nm) to minimize
possible artifacts, along with an algorithm for contact point
determination (21). We also examined the effects of
increased indentation within this range to further rule the
possibility of AFM artifacts (16). We found that in these
cell types, the cell moduli as measured with sharp pyramidal
tips was higher than those measured with larger spherical
tips. We explored what might be the biophysical causes of
the elevated modulus values measured using a sharp AFMhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.05.034
Effect of Cell Cortex on AFM Measurements 301tip. We found that the cortex of these cells is likely respon-
sible for this.FIGURE 1 Scanning electron microscopy image of the sharp tip (A) and
the spherical 4.5 mm tip (B). (C and D) Shape of the corresponding tip used
in the finite element M modeling. All panels are at the same scale.METHODS
Cell culture, fluorescent staining, and
experiments with latrunculin
Endothelial cell growth medium and two human umbilical vein endothelial
cell (HUVEC) strains were purchased from Cell Applications (San Diego,
CA). Schlemm’s Canal (SC) cells from six strains (each from a different
donor), courtesy of Dr. W. Daniel Stamer (then at the Department of
Ophthalmology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ), were isolated from
enucleated eyes or corneal rims following previously described procedures
(22). Eyes used for cell isolation had no history of eye disease, laser or ante-
rior segment surgery. Culture medium used for SC cells was DMEM/Low
glucose (Hyclone Laboratories, Logan, UT) with 10% fetal bovine serum
(PAA Laboratories, New Bedford, MA) and 1% penicillin and streptomycin
(Lonza, Walkersville, MD).
HUVEC and SC cells were maintained under normal culture conditions
(37C and 5% CO2) and culture medium was changed three times per week.
Cells used for experiments described here were passage 5 or less. In prep-
aration for experiments, cells were detached from culture flasks using
0.25% trypsin with EDTA and plated in 60-mm petri dishes. The time dur-
ing which cells remained in petri dishes before experimentation varied be-
tween 1 and 8 days for HUVEC and 2–13 days for SC cells. Cell culture
supplies were purchased from VWR International (West Chester, PA) un-
less otherwise specified.
On the day of experimentation, subconfluent cells were stained with fluo-
rescent dyes (Hoechst 33342, 3 mg/mL, and Calcein AM, 2 mg/mL, both
purchased from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to assess cell viability, ensure
that the cells were not punctured during the AFM measurement, and aid
in localization of cell nucleus. After staining, cells were incubated for at
least 1 h before beginning AFM experiments. The effects of cell staining
were investigated in one HUVEC strain.
Additional experiments were done to examine the effect of Latrunculin,
an actin depolymerizing agent, on cell modulus. A stock solution of 1 mM
Latrunculin-A in dimethyl sulfoxide (both purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO) was further diluted in serum free culture medium to a final
concentration of 1 mM. Cells already stained with fluorescent dyes were
treated with Latrunculin-A for 30 min, washed, and then returned to media.AFM measurements
AFM measurements were made using a BioScope-II with NanoscopeV
controller and software (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) mounted over an in-
verted microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY). AFM probes used in
our study include a silicon nitride sharp pyramidal tip and two different
sizes of polystyrene spherical probes to determine the effect that tip geom-
etry and size have on the measurements.
The pyramidal tip used, model Olympus TR400PSA (Asylum Research,
Santa Barbara, CA), has a 20 nm nominal spherical cap radius, semiin-
cluded angle (q) of 36 (measured used scanning electron microscopy;
see Fig. 1 A), mounted on a 200 mm triangular cantilever with nominal
spring constant of 0.02 N/m. Spherical tips (Novascan Technologies,
Ames, IA) used had nominal diameters of 4.5 (Fig. 1 B) and 10 mmmounted
on a silicon nitride cantilever with nominal spring constant of 0.01 N/m.
The spring constant was calibrated before each experiment using the Ther-
mal Fluctuations function of the Nanoscope software that measures the
cantilever’s motion in response to thermal noise (23).
In a few experiments, a longer pyramidal tip was used to ensure that the
underside of the cantilever was not affecting the measurements (11). We
used a MPP-32100-10 (Bruker AFM Probes, Camarillo, CA) with a nomi-
nal front angle of 15, side angle of 17.5and back angle of 25, and a tipradius of 8 nm. Its tip height was 15–20 mm as compared to 2.9 mm for the
Olympus tip used. Unless otherwise mentioned in the text, all results pre-
sented for a sharp tip are for the Olympus tip.
During AFM experiments, cells were maintained in culture medium at
37C. Force measurements were made by indenting isolated cells up to
400 nm in depth; in one study with a sharp Bruker tip, the effects of deeper
indentations (up to 900 nm) were examined. The tip velocity used during
indentation (800 nm/s) was chosen to avoid viscous effects (4) based on pre-
liminary studies. A total of 5–10 force measurements per cell were done at
different locations including locations above the nucleus of the cell and in
nonnuclear regions, avoiding the periphery of the cell.
The force (F) applied to indent the cell was determined as a function
of indentation depth (d). The former was found as F ¼ k(ddo), where k
and d are the spring constant and deflection of the cantilever, respectively,
and do is the deflection when contact is first established between the tip and
the cell. The indentation was determined as d ¼ (z – zo) – (d – do) where z
is the height of the tip from an arbitrary datum and zo is the height of the tip
at the point of initial contact (7). The initial point of contact with the cell (zo,
do) was determined using an algorithm proposed by Crick and Yin (21) in
which noise is accounted for by picking a best fit of pre- and post-contact
data. Assuming that pre-contact data are linear and post-contact data are
quadratic, the algorithm chooses the putative contact point as the one that
produces the best fit for both pre-and post-contact data. Fig. 2, A and B,
show typical results for F versus d for the sharp and spherical tip,
respectively.
To determine the aggregate cell modulus, a theoretical model relating F
to d was applied. For a pyramidal tip, the following relationship has been
proposed (24) although it was not ultimately used in our studies (see
below):
F ¼ 1:4906E$tan q
2ð1 v2Þ $d
2: (1)
For a spherical tip, we used the following relationship (25):
F ¼ 4E$R
1
2
3ð1 v2Þ$d
3
2: (2)
In each case, the Poisson’s ratio (n) was set equal to 0.5, assuming cells are
incompressible (11,26,27). For Eq. 1, q¼ 36 (except for the longer Bruker
tip where an angle of either 15 or 25 was used) whereas for Eq. 2, the
radius of the spherical tip used (4.5 or 10 mm) was used for R. TypicalBiophysical Journal 105(2) 300–309
FIGURE 2 Sample of force-versus-indentation
data measured on SC cells with AFM using (A)
sharp and (B) 4.5 mm spherical tips. Corresponding
values of Young’s modulus were calculated for a
sharp tip using Eq. 1 (C, for sharp tip), Eq. 2 (D,
for 4.5 mm spherical tip), and Eq. 3 (E, for sharp
tip). (F) Typical results for Young’s modulus calcu-
lated using Eq. 3 for the longer Bruker sharp tip.
302 Vargas-Pinto et al.results are seen in Fig. 2, C and D. We note that n in some cell types has
been measured with values as low as 0.3 (28,29). Equations 1–3, used to
experimentally calculate the cell modulus, each have an identical factor
of 1–n2 in the expression relating force to indentation. Using a value of
n of 0.3 instead of 0.5 in these equations would increase the measured
values of E by ~20%, but it would have the same effect on all measurements
and thus, none of the relative comparisons would be affected.
Although the results from the spherical tip (e.g., Fig. 2 D) showed that E
was relatively independent of d (except for very small values of d), this was
not the case for the sharp tip (e.g., Fig. 2 C). These showed that E, as calcu-
lated using Eq. 1, decreased with increasing d. Such behavior has been pre-
viously described by Rico et al. (13) and Briscoe et al. (30) for pyramidal
and conical indenters, respectively. They noted that sharp tapered tips are
not perfectly sharp but have a spherical cap at the apex. If a perfectly
tapered geometry was assumed, an anomalous depth dependence of E
was evident at moderate indentations. To correct for this, they developed
the following model that behaves like a spherical tip for small indentations
(d < b2/R) and a tapered tip for larger deformations:
F ¼ 2E
1 v2

ad m a
2
tan q

p
2
 sin1

b
a

 a
3
3R
þ a2  b212

mb
tan q
þ a
2  b2
3R

;
(3a)
a h  2 21i na p 1bd
R
a a  b 2 
tan q 2
 sin
a
¼ 0;
(3b)
where b ¼ Rcosq and R is the radius of the spherical cap (20 nm for the
Olympus tip; 8 nm for the Bruker tip). For a pyramidal tip, m ¼ 21/2/p,
and n ¼ 23/2/p; for a cone, m ¼ 1/2, and n ¼ 1 (8). Using this model, E
was found to be relatively constant for d> 50 nm or so (see typical example
in Fig. 2 E). Based on these results, Eq. 2 was used to analyze data from
spherical tips and for sharp tips at small indentations (d < b2/R) whereas
Eq. 3 was used for larger indentations (Eq. 1 was only used to generate
Fig. 2 C and was not otherwise used in the results reported here).
In a few cells of each cell type, cell thickness was estimated for use in our
modeling studies. The vertical position of the probe was determined when
the tip first makes contact with the surface of the cell. After indentation
measurements were completed, the tip was retracted and positioned next
to the cell. Then the tip was moved down until contact was established
with the culture dish. The difference in height between the culture dish
and the surface of the cell was taken as an estimate of the cell thickness.Biophysical Journal 105(2) 300–309Finite element modeling methods
We modeled the process by which the AFM tip indented into the cell cortex
and underlying internal cytoskeleton (see Fig. 6, A and B). The tip was
modeled as a rigid body (16) with its geometry chosen to match the tips
used during AFM experiments (Fig. 1, C and D). The geometry of the sharp
tip was simplified from a pyramid to a cone to take advantage of the reduced
computational cost that arises from using an axisymmetric model instead of
a three-dimensional geometry.
The cytoskeleton of the cell was modeled as a cylindrical disk with a
radius of 10 or 20 mm and thickness of 3 mm, with a cortex surrounding
the cell having a thickness of 200–400 nm. The radius was chosen such
that the strain at the edges of the domain was <0.1% of the strain near
the tip. We verified that increasing the radius of the disk by twofold did
not significantly affect the results (<1.25% difference). The thickness of
the disk was chosen based on the average thickness of the cell as measured
during AFM experiments. Increasing or decreasing the thickness of the disk
by a factor of two had negligible effect on the results using the sharp tip
model (<0.1%), and only a small/moderate effect on the results using the
spherical tips (6% for increased thickness and up to 20% for decreased
thickness). The cortex thickness was based on measurements using
confocal microscopy, as described below.
The internal cytoskeleton (underlying the cortex) was assumed to be a
homogeneous neo-Hookean material (32) with a modulus of 1 kPa (19).
Although cells were assumed to be incompressible, a Poisson’s ratio of
0.49 was used for numerical stability (33). The cortex was also modeled
as an incompressible, homogeneous neo-Hookean material with a modulus
that was varied from 1 to 100 times the modulus of the internal cytoskel-
eton. Previous estimates of cell cortex stiffness range from E ¼ 9 to
4500 kPa (34). We also examined the effect on the strain distribution of
lowering the Poisson’s ratio to 0.3 in both internal cytoskeleton and cortex.
The basal surface of the cell was constrained to zero displacement. Zero
relative displacement was assumed between the cortex and the underlying
internal cytoskeleton (no-slip condition). No tractions forces were applied
between the AFM tip and cortex (consistent with the theoretical models
used for data analysis) and the apical surface of the cortex was assumed
to remain in contact with the AFM tip throughout the deformation process
(11). Zero stress was prescribed at the upper surface of the cortex not in
direct contact with the AFM tip and the side edges of the domain were
free to move.
Finite element modeling (FEM) studies were done using the software
ABAQUS CAE (Ver. 6.7, Dassault Syste`mes Simulia, Providence, RI).
Quadrilateral, four-node bilinear elements were used to discretize the cor-
tex and the internal cytoskeleton. Elements of 1 and 10 nmwere used for the
sharp and spherical tip model, respectively. The mesh was chosen by sys-
tematically reducing its size until the results were independent of element
Effect of Cell Cortex on AFM Measurements 303size, while allowing a more refined mesh near the tip where larger deforma-
tions were expected. For the sharp tip model, the ALE adaptive meshing
feature was used on the cortex and internal cytoskeleton to improve the
aspect ratio of the mesh. Due to the high strains generated by this tip, an
adaptive meshing feature was used that improved the quality of the mesh
during large deformations by allowing the mesh to move independently
of the material and prevented high distortion of the elements. The new po-
sition of a node was determined based on the average of the positions of
each of the adjacent nodes by using the Laplacian smoothing method. An
explicit method was used to solve for the stress, strain, and displacement
fields as a function of indentation.
For each tip, we calculated the indentation force as a function of inden-
tation depth. This force-deformation relation was then fitted by Eq. 2 (for
spherical tip) or Eq. 3 (for sharp tip) to obtain an apparent Young’s modulus,
Eapparent, the equivalent modulus of a cell composed of a single uniformma-
terial. The vertical downward displacement of the indenter was limited to
80 nm. Higher indentations with a sharp tip caused excessive distortion
of the elements and the model did not converge to a solution. Ng et al.
(18) reported a similar limitation in their work modeling AFM indentations.
To validate FEM techniques, we compared the numerical results for
Eapparent to a prescribed value of E for both a sharp tip and a spherical tip
indenting a semiinfinite, homogenous, elastic medium of given modulus
(E). Calculated values of Eapparent were within 0.5% of the given modulus
in both cases.Imaging studies
HUVEC and SC cells were grown on glass slides following the same pro-
cedures described above. They were then fixed in a solution of 10 mL para-
formaldehyde 10% (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Harfield, PA) with
15 mL of Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (Mediatech, Manassas,
VA). After 1 h, fixative solution was replaced by buffer and the cells re-
mained in buffer until use. Cells were stained with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloi-
din (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for 20 min to stain for F-actin, and
then washed and mounted using mount media with DAPI. The mounted
slides were imaged with a LSM-700 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss,
Thornwood, NY). Z-stacks (each image at 0.17mm optical slice) were taken
for randomly picked cells (N¼ 5 for each group) with a 63 oil objective at
optimal resolution (2048  2048), zoom 0.7. The final stack was examined
and processed for cross section by using a cut function in the ZeN2010 soft-
ware (Carl Zeiss).
For measurements of cortex thickness in live cells, HUVEC and SC cells
were transduced with an adenovirus delivering an actin filament marker,
rAV-LifeAct-TagGFP2 (IBIDI, Verona, WI) (35). After 48 h of transduc-
tion, cells were washed with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline and
imaged with a structured illumination microscope (SIM) along the Z-stacks
(thickness of 0.15 mm/slice) with excitation at 488 nm (Nikon, Melville,
NY). A CFI Apo TIRF 100-oil-immersion lens (NA ¼ 1.49) was used
(Nikon). The imaging was done for 10 HUVECs and 10 SC cells. For
each cell, five cortex thickness measurements were made on the lateral
aspect of the cell, well away from the top and bottom of the cell and well
away from the front and back of the cell. Thickness measurements were
made by taking an intensity profile perpendicular to the cortex at each loca-
tion and then defining the thickness based on full width at half-maximum;
we note that measurements based on counting illuminated pixels across the
thickness of the cortex gave good agreement with this less subjective
method of measurement.
FIGURE 3 Confocal profile (0.17 mm per slice) of HUVEC and SC cell
stained for F-actin (green, Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin) showing prominent
cell cortex; images also show the cell nucleus (blue, DAPI). High-resolution
images acquired using SIM (0.15 mm per slice) are shown of the cortex of
HUVEC and SC cells labeled with an actin marker (LifeAct) that were used
to measure the lateral cortex thickness. Fig. S2 (in the Supporting Material)
shows a schematic of the locations on the cell where measurements of cor-
tex thickness were typically made.Statistical methods
The statistical analysis was done using the software SPSS (Ver. 12.0, IBM,
Somers, NY). Because the data sets were not normally distributed as deter-
mined using a Q-Q plot (36), a logarithmic transformation of the data was
performed before determining data means and applying Student’s t-tests.The log transformation resulted in the data being normally distributed.
Log-transformed data were used to compute means, and significance was
determined at the 0.05 level using an independent-sample Student’s t-test
not assuming equal variances. Data are reported as geometric means 5
standard error about the geometric mean. It should be noted that the conclu-
sions drawn from these data do not depend on use of the log transformation,
other than the normality of the log data set. All statistically significant re-
sults were confirmed using a Mann-Whitney U-test.RESULTS
Cell imaging
Imaging studies were done to establish that these cell types
have a prominent cell cortex and to estimate the thickness of
this cortex. Confocal reconstruction allowed us to visualize
cross-section of these cells as shown in Fig. 3. F-actin stain-
ing showed a dense cortex on both the basal and apical
aspect of these cells, consistent with a high cortical stiffness.
The cortex thickness was measured as 312 5 65 nm
(mean 5 SE, n ¼ 50) for the HUVEC and 371 5 91 nm
(n ¼ 50) for the SC cells. The average value of the SC cells
cortex thickness was significantly higher than that of the
HUVECs (p < 0.03).
Imaging studies (Fig. 4) using SIM showed that use of
Latrunculin-A entirely eliminated the cortex of both
HUVEC and SC cells. These studies also showed that La-
trunculin-A largely removed stress fibers and actin filaments
from the internal cytoskeleton of SC cells. The effect on
HUVEC was more variable, with filaments still apparent
that may be remnants of stress fibers, albeit less prominent
and much less organized than before Latrunculin-A treat-
ment. A video (Movie S1) that dramatically shows the
removal of the cell cortex by Latrunculin-A in an SC cell
is found in the Supporting Material.AFM measurements
Cell staining was shown to have no effect on the AFM mea-
surements of cell mechanical properties. Using the sharp tip,
the modulus in stained cells was 2.54 5 1.02 (n ¼ 21)Biophysical Journal 105(2) 300–309
FIGURE 4 SIM images (0.15 mm per slice) of HUVEC and SC cell
before and after treatment with Latrunculin-A (1 mM) for 30 min. Cell cor-
tex (Short thick arrows) seen on cells before Latrunculin-A treatment but
not after. Stress fibers (Long thin arrows) in cells. All images at same
brightness and contrast settings.
304 Vargas-Pinto et al.whereas in unstained cells was 2.42 5 0.43 (n ¼ 18); the
difference was not statistically significant (p ¼ 0.83) Using
the 4.5mm tip, the modulus in stained cells was 1.405 0.33
(n ¼ 33) whereas in unstained cells it was 1.605 0.40 (n ¼
27) (p ¼ 0.55).
In some cell stains, HUVEC and SC cells were probed in
their nuclear and nonnuclear regions using the three
different tips. The results are shown in Table 1. Measure-
ments of modulus in the nuclear and nonnuclear regions
were not statistically significantly different from one
another (p > 0.2), except for the 10mm tip results in the
SC cells (p < 0.01). However, even for the 10mm results,
the magnitude of the difference between nuclear and nonnu-
clear regions was relatively small (<30%), and thus, data
from these two regions were pooled in the other studies
described below.TABLE 1 Young’s modulus (kPa) measured with AFM
H
Nucleus
Sharp tip Mean5 SE 3.805 0.5
Measurements 16
Spherical tip (4.5 mm) Mean5 SE 0.475 0.08
Measurements 11
Spherical tip (10 mm) Mean5 SE 0.355 0.05
Measurements 21
Biophysical Journal 105(2) 300–309Significant differences in modulus were found among
those measured with the sharp tip, the 4.5mm spherical tip,
and the 10mm spherical tip in both HUVEC and SC cells
(Fig. 5 A). The sharp tips gave the highest measurements
with a modulus of 3.235 0.54 kPa (n ¼ 49) in the HUVEC
and 6.67 5 1.07 (n ¼ 104) in the SC cells. These values
were much higher (p < 107) than measurements using
the 4.5mm tip in HUVEC (1.00 5 0.24, n ¼ 50) and in
SC cells (1.12 5 0.12, n ¼ 104). The values measured
with the 4.5mm tip were in turn greater (p< 103) than those
measured with the 10mm tip in HUVEC (0.395 0.07, n ¼
28) and in SC cells (0.84 5 0.06, n ¼ 153). The average
values for all spherical tips were 0.71 5 0.16 (n ¼ 78) in
HUVEC and 0.94 5 0.06 (n ¼ 257) in SC cells. SC cells
were stiffer than HUVEC as measured with the sharp tip
(p < 105) and 10mm tips (p < 106), but not significantly
different for the 4.5mm tips (p > 0.4).
To ensure that the underside of the cantilever of the AFM
tip was not affecting the measurements (11), we used a
much longer sharp AFM tip (Bruker) to measure cell
modulus in one SC cell strain (SC67) and compared those
measurements to those made using the shorter Olympus
tip in the same cell strain. The modulus calculated depends
on which angle of the multiangled tip is used in Eq. 3 and
thus, the minimum and maximum values were used to set
a range. E for the Bruker tip was comparable but somewhat
higher than modulus measured with the shorter Olympus tip.
For the Bruker tip, E was found to be 11.05 7.8 kPa (n ¼
11) as determined using a tip angle of 15 and 6.62 5
4.62 kPa for an angle of 25 as compared to a mean value
of 5.15 5 2.06 kPa (n ¼ 18) measured with the Olympus
tip. The difference between the Bruker (using an angle of
15) and the Olympus was not statistically significant
(p ¼ 0.11) but suggestive that the modulus measured by
the Bruker tip was perhaps a little higher due to the smaller
radius of curvature of its tip.
Because the moduli measured with sharp tips were much
higher than those measured with the spherical tips, we
examined to see if there was evidence that the cell stiffness
increased with increased indentation depth. Results showed
either a relatively constant modulus (e.g., Fig. 2 E) or
decreasing modulus as the indentation increased. In one
study using a sharp Bruker tip, we examined the effect of
increasing the indentation up to 900 nm to determineUVEC SC cells
Nonnuclear Nucleus Nonnuclear
3.965 2.3 6.385 1.64 7.025 1.34
12 55 49
0.595 0.12 1.195 0.19 1.055 0.13
6 52 52
0.545 0.24 0.715 0.08 0.965 0.08
7 71 82
AB
FIGURE 5 (A) Young’s modulus (E) of HUVEC and SC cells (SC) as
measured with AFM using sharp and spherical tips. (B) Effects of Latrun-
culin-A (1 mM) on cell modulus.
Effect of Cell Cortex on AFM Measurements 305whether our conclusions for very shallow indentations
would hold for deeper indentation. A comparison of Fig. 2
E to Fig. 2 F shows very similar behavior for indentations
up to 400 nm with an Olympus sharp tip and that of a Bruker
tip with indentations up to 900 nm.
Addition of Latrunculin-A to HUVECs and SC cells
decreased cell modulus as measured with the sharp tip and
that measured using a 4.5mm spherical tip (Fig. 5 B). In
HUVEC, Latrunculin-A decreased E as measured with asharp tip from 4.46 5 0.65 kPa (n ¼ 57) in control cell to
1.02 5 0.15 kPa (n ¼ 25) (p < 1014); for the spherical
tip, Latrunculin-A decreased E from 1.40 5 0.33 kPa
(n ¼ 33) to 0.78 5 0.26 kPa (n ¼ 19) (p < 0.03). For SC
cells (SC67), Latrunculin-A decreased E as measured with
a sharp tip from 5.78 5 2.40 kPa (n ¼ 13) in control cells
to 0.995 0.12 kPa (n ¼ 13) (p < 5  105); for the spher-
ical tip, Latrunculin-A decreased E from 1.18 5 0.31 kPa
(n ¼ 11) to 0.24 5 0.03 kPa (n ¼ 17) (p < 6  106).
Perhaps most importantly, Latrunculin-A decreased the ra-
tio between the modulus measured with a sharp tip and
that measured with a spherical tip. In HUVEC, this ratio
was decreased from 3.18 before Latrunculin-A to 1.31 after
Latrunculin-A; in SC cells, this ratio also decreased but less
so, dropping from 4.90 to 4.22.
The average thickness of HUVEC and SC cells, as
measured with AFM, was ~5 mm at the nucleus and 3 mm
in the nonnuclear regions.Finite element modeling results
Very different strains distributions were seen around the
sharp tip as compared to the spherical tips, with much higher
strains generated by the former. With a 400 nm cortex, the
strain distribution for the sharp tip was localized within
the cortex, in the vicinity of the tip, whereas for the spherical
tip, the strain was spread throughout the cortex and internal
cytoskeleton (Fig. 6) and the strain levels were much lower.
This was also true for the 200 nm cortex, but somewhat high
strain levels were seen in internal cytoskeleton (data not
shown) for the sharp tip. Lowering Poisson’s ratio from
0.5 to 0.3 had a significant effect on the strain distribution,
decreasing the maximum strain by as much as 40% (data
not shown). Strain increased roughly linearly with
increasing indentation for both the spherical tip and theFIGURE 6 Schematic of the finite element
model for sharp tip (A) or spherical tip (B). Strain
distribution for the case when Ecortex/Ecytoskeleton ¼
20, cortex thickness¼ 400 nm, and n ¼ 0.49. FEM
results shown are the maximum logarithmic strain
(LE) distribution in the cell after an 80 nm inden-
tation using (C) sharp and (D) 4.5mm spherical
tips. (E and F) Strain distribution in cortex for
the sharp and 4.5mm spherical tips, respectively.
(Open scale bars) 400 nm. Note that the strain
scale is different in panels C and D as compared
to panels E and F.
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306 Vargas-Pinto et al.sharp tip (not shown); in the latter case, this was due to the
rounded end of the sharp tip, as a truly sharp tip will give a
different relationship for strain versus indentation (37).
To examine the effect of cortex stiffness on the AFM
measurements, the stiffness of the cortex (Ecortex) was varied
from 1 to 100 times the stiffness of the underlying internal
cytoskeleton (Ecytoskeleton), while keeping all other parame-
ters constant. When Ecortex ¼ Ecytoskeleton, the apparent
Young’s modulus (Eapparent) was equal to that of the cortex
and internal cytoskeleton (as expected), regardless of the
tip geometry. As the cortex stiffness became stiffer than
the internal cytoskeleton, Eapparent was increased over the
stiffness of the internal cytoskeleton. This increase was
moderate for spherical tips (open and solid circles in
Fig. 7, A and B) but dramatic for sharp tips (triangles in
Fig. 7, A and B); these conclusions held for all cortex thick-
nesses investigated (200–400 nm). This confirmed that the
sharp tips were much more affected by a relatively stiff
cell cortex than were the spherical tips.
Because Poisson’s ratio is not known for these cells, we
examined its effects on Eapparent by allowing it to vary be-
tween 0.3 and 0.49 (Fig. 7, C and D). The effect of Poisson’s
ratio was found to be modest for both sharp and sphericalA B
C D
FIGURE 7 FEM results (n ¼ 0.49) for Eapparent/Ecytoskeleton as a function
of cortex stiffness (Ecortex/Ecytoskeleton) calculated using a sharp tip
(triangles), a 4.5mm spherical tip (solid circles), and a 10mm spherical tip
(open circles) for a cortex thickness of 200 nm (A) and 400 nm (B). Effect
of Poisson’s ratio (n) shown for sharp tips (C) and 4.5mm spherical tip (D)
with n ¼ 0.49 (solid lines) and n ¼ 0.3 (dashed lines); (thin/blue curves)
cortex thickness of 200 nm; and (thick/red curves) cortex thickness of
400 nm.
Biophysical Journal 105(2) 300–309tips. Variations in cortex thickness had a much stronger
effect, particularly for high values of Ecortex/Ecytoskeleton.
An increase of cortex thickness from 200 nm to 400 nm
led to as much as a 60% increase in Eapparent for the sharp
tip and more than a doubling for the spherical 4.5mm tip.DISCUSSION
Our measurements of aggregate modulus in HUVECwere in
the same range as measured in previous studies. With spher-
ical tips, wemeasured amean aggregatemodulus of 0.71 kPa
that was a little higher than the mean values of 0.35 kPa
measured by Chouinard et al. (38) and similar to the value
of 0.65–0.85 kPa measured by Stroka and co-workers (39–
41). With a sharp tip, our values of aggregate modulus of
3.2 kPa are in reasonable agreement with mean values of
2.5–7 kPa measured by other groups (3,4,42,43). For SC
cells, there are few studies for us to compare our results
against. Our mean aggregate modulus of 0.94 kPa as
measured using spherical tips is in the same range as that re-
ported by Zeng et al. (19) (1–3 kPa) measured using mag-
netic pulling cytometry in central nonnuclear regions, but
lower than their values in the nuclear region (4–8 kPa: we
discuss this discrepancy later in this section). Our values
were in the same range as reported by Zhou et al. (20)
(0.5–1 kPa) measured using optical magnetic twisting cy-
tometry. There are no comparable values to compare to for
aggregate modulus of SC cells as measured with sharp tips.
It has been reported in previous studies (11–13) that AFM
measurements using sharp pyramidal tips yield higher
values of Young’s modulus (E) than those using spherical
probes. Our studies using both HUVEC and SC cells yielded
similar results. We examined what might be the biophysical
causes of the elevated modulus values that result from mea-
surements using a sharp AFM tip.
Harris and Charras (11) showed that, for indentations that
are greater than a critical value defined by the geometry of
the sharp tip, it is possible for the cantilever to also be in
contact with the cell. This would lead to an underestimation
of the contact area of sharp tips and could explain why
higher values of E are measured with pyramidal tips as
compared to spherical tips. However, the range of indenta-
tions used in this study is well below that threshold. Further-
more, when we used a longer sharp tip (Bruker) to make
these measurements (ruling out any possibility that the un-
derside of the cantilever was affecting the measurements),
equally high values were obtained.
Because the radius of sharp tips is much smaller than that
of spherical tips, it has been suggested that sharp tips may
cause strain hardening of the cell because of the high
stresses and resulting strains generated (12). The strain hard-
ening effect would cause E to increase with indentation (45)
and perhaps explain the higher values measured with sharp
tips. However, the modulus we measured using sharp tips
did not increase with indentation depth over the range of
Effect of Cell Cortex on AFM Measurements 307indentations studied (e.g., Fig. 2 E). This also rules out the
possibility of a substrate effect on measurements made with
the sharp tip, because it would also cause the modulus to in-
crease with increasing deformation (4,46).
The cell cortex is an actin-dense region of the cell lying
immediately beneath its plasma membrane. It is a porous
network of cross-linked filaments, motors, and accessory
proteins with a thickness between perhaps 100 and
400 nm in quiescent mammalian cells on a substrate (47).
Because the stiffness of actin networks are strong functions
of their actin concentration (48,49), this dense actin layer
near the surface of the cell would be expected to be stiffer
than the underlying cytoskeleton, and thus potentially might
differentially affect AFM measurements, especially those
using small indentations.
Confocal imaging showed that both HUVEC and SC cells
have prominent cell cortices (Fig. 3) with thicknesses of
~300 and 375 nm, respectively. As this region would be ex-
pected to be stiffer than the underlying internal cytoskeleton
due to its high actin density, it may have a significant effect
on the modulus of these cells as measured by AFM. Finite
element modeling indicated that sharp tips generate very
high strains, and these strains are largely limited to the re-
gion of the cell cortex. In contrast, the strains generated
by spherical probes are not only much lower, but also spread
throughout the cell cortex and internal cytoskeleton. Based
on the strain distribution, we expect sharp tips to be more
sensitive than spherical tips to the stiffness of the cortex,
particularly for the small indentations used in this study.
To determine if the higher values of Young’s modulus
measured with sharp tips might be, at least in part, due to
the effect of the cell cortex, we used FEM studies to deter-
mine how the apparent modulus (Eapparent) varies as a func-
tion of cortex stiffness for each tip geometry. As the stiffness
of the cortex was increased, the Eapparent obtained using the
sharp tip increased significantly, showing that measure-
ments made with sharp tips are strongly affected by the
cell cortex. Eapparent obtained using the spherical tips also
increased but to a much smaller extent (Fig. 7, A and B).
Our results suggest that careful consideration should be
given when interpreting AFM data to account for the effect
of the cell cortex.
Further support for our conclusion that the cell cortex is
responsible for the higher cell stiffness that we measured
using a sharp tip is provided by our studies using Latruncu-
lin-A, which would be expected to significantly affect the
actin-rich cortex. In both HUVEC and SC cells, the cell
stiffness as measured with a sharp tip was greatly reduced
following Latrunculin-A treatment consistent with the role
we have ascribed to the cell cortex (Fig. 5 B). Latruncu-
lin-A treatment also reduced the ratio of the value of cell
stiffness as measured with a sharp tip, as compared to a
rounded tip. This ratio was greatly reduced by Latruncu-
lin-A in HUVEC, whereas a much smaller reduction was
seen in SC cells. This latter effect may be related to thestronger effect of Latrunculin-A seen on the internal cyto-
skeleton in the SC cells as compared to the HUVEC
(Fig. 4). It should be noted that the Latrunculin-A concen-
tration used in these studies (1 mM) was likely less than
the concentration necessary to completely depolymerize
the actin in these cells. When we used higher concentra-
tions, we found that the cells lose their attachment to the
substrate, making AFM measurements difficult.
One puzzling result was our finding that the modulus of
the cell, measured either with a sharp tip or a rounded tip,
was not statistically significantly different in the region
over the cell nucleus from the rest of the cell. However,
the nuclei of endothelial cells are thought to be significantly
stiffer than the remainder of the cell (50). Data from other
groups using AFM to measure endothelial cell stiffness
comparing nuclear regions to other regions of the cell are
conflicting. Three publications (3,51,52) indicate that the
nuclear region of endothelial cells is less stiff than the
more peripheral regions of the cell, four other publications
suggest the opposite (4,42,53,54), and one study found no
difference between nuclear and nonnuclear regions (38). It
may be that shallow AFM indentations might be variably
affected by the underlying nucleus depending on the depth
of the nucleus in the cell.Limitations
The FEM described here treats the cortex and underlying
cytoskeleton as elastic solids. This is a considerable simpli-
fication because the internal cytoskeleton and cortex are
comprised of intricate and dynamic viscoelastic networks
of filaments, motors, and associated proteins. Nonetheless,
much valuable information has been gleaned from the use
of such models to begin to roughly characterize the mechan-
ical behavior of such networks (16,18,55–58). Poroelasticity
(59,60) and viscoelasticity (47) were also not included in
our model. Future studies would benefit from including
these effects.
Our model of the cortex does not separately consider that
the restoring force includes both an elastic component and
an active tension component. These are combined in our
model into an effective elastic response (47) for ease of
computation, but this limits our ability to separately sort
out these influences. A model that included both of these
components, along with studies that examine the effects of
drugs interrupting one or both these, would allow a more
detailed characterization of the stiffness characteristics of
the cortex (61).We note that a model that included only
a tensile component to describe the cell cortex would not
be consistent with our experimental measurements, because
such a model would predict that the AFM force-versus-
deformation curve (e.g., Fig. 2, A and B) would be linear
(62,63).
FEM results presented here were limited to an indentation
depth of 80 nm, whereas the experimental results wereBiophysical Journal 105(2) 300–309
308 Vargas-Pinto et al.extended for several hundred nm. This numerical limitation
was due to the very high strains generated by the sharp tips.
Although it would have been preferable to use the model
to examine higher indentations, the relatively constant
modulus with increased indentation seen experimentally
adds confidence to these results.Conclusions
Based on the AFM results using Latrunculin-A, our imaging
studies, and our FEM results, we conclude that the higher
modulus obtained in AFM experiments using shallow in-
dentations when sharp tips are used as compared to when
larger spherical probes are used can be explained by the
presence of a cell cortex much stiffer than the underlying in-
ternal cytoskeleton. Sharp tips probe primarily the cortex
whereas larger round tips are influenced by the stiffness of
both the cortex and the underlying cytoskeleton. Alternate
explanation of this result that include strain hardening or
the effects of a hard substrate underlying the cell seem un-
likely as these effects would result in values of E that in-
crease with indentation. That behavior is not consistent
with our results for AFM showing that modulus was rela-
tively independent of indentation depth. Our use of the
longer Bruker tip allowed us to ensure that the underside
of the cantilever was not affecting our measurements with
the sharp tip. Our results suggest that when making AFM
measurements of cell modulus, the effects of the cortex on
this measurement should be considered.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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